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Recently, technical staff members of the SEI performed architecture reconstructions on three
small automotive motor systems.1 One system has an interface to an external bus within the
automobile (the Controller Area Network [CAN] bus). The other systems do not have this
interface. This technical note describes the architecture reconstruction process that was
followed. It provides an overview of the Dali workbench used to support this process,
presents the various activities in each phase of the process, and outlines the results that were
produced.

1

The name of the organization sponsoring the case study is not used. Some of the component names
also have been changed.
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Members of the technical staff at the SEI recently conducted architecture reconstructions on
three small automotive motor systems. One of the systems has an interface to an external bus
within the automobile (the CAN bus); the other systems do not include this interface.
An outline of the Architecture Reconstruction process is given below. It is followed by an
outline of the Dali workbench, the tool used to support the architecture reconstruction effort.
 $UFKLWHFWXUH5HFRQVWUXFWLRQ3URFHVV
The software architecture reconstruction process comprises five phases, as shown in Figure 1.
1.

View Extraction. Extract information from various sources.

2.

Database Construction. Convert the extracted information into the Rigi Standard Form a
tuple-based data format in the form of “relation <entity1> <entity2>”) [Müller 93]. This
format is used to construct an SQL database.

3.

View Fusion. Combine views of the information stored in the database.

4.

Architecture Reconstruction. Generate an architectural representation by building
abstractions and representations of the data.

5.

Architecture Analysis. Analyze the resulting architecture. We did not carry out an
architecture analysis in this particular case study. More information on Architecture
Analysis can be found elsewhere [Kazman 00].

All five phases are highly iterative. In addition, the entire process may have to be repeated
several times to extract the right information and to build useful architectural representations.
 7KH'DOL:RUNEHQFK
We carried out the architecture reconstruction activities using the Dali workbench. It is a
collection of tools that primarily include Rigi1, Dali (an extension of Rigi), and PostgreSQL.2

1
2

http://www.rigi.csc.uvic.ca/
http://www.postgresql.org
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Figure 1: The Dali Workbench
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In the View Extraction phase, we analyzed the existing design and implementation artifacts
and constructed a system model based upon multiple views. We then used source artifacts
(e.g., code, header files, build files) and other artifacts (e.g., execution traces) to identify and
capture the elements of interest, define their relationships, and extract several fundamental
views of the system.
The following sources of information were available:
•

the source code of the systems

•

feature specification for the motor systems. This was not particularly helpful in the
reconstruction process.

•

the staff who maintained the existing system

Both Imagix-4D1 and SniFF+2 tools were applied to extract views from the source code. After
analyzing the output from both tools, we concluded that the Imagix-4D was more useful for
extraction purposes. Table 1 shows the statistics for one of the motor systems.
Table 1:

Source Statistics for One of the Systems
Files

KLOC

Functions

Macros

Variables

Types

C/c

44

31

316

312

803

43

Header

23

7

0

1102

222

70

Total

67

38

316

1414

1025

113

While using Imagix-4D to carry out the extraction, we found it necessary to make minor
changes to the code. These changes included
•

the commenting of bit masks such as
#define PRO_MASK 0b10000000

•

1
2

compiler specific keywords such as @tiny, @interrupt had to be
commentedassembler code between @asm and @endasm was commentedsome
#define constructs for single bit accesses such as #define b_motor_on
status1._0 were changed to variable declarations so that they were picked up by the
parser unsigned char b_motor_on

http://www.imagix.com
http://www.windriver.com/products/html/sniff.html
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The code was parsed and loaded into Imagix-4D. The Imagix-4D tool exported information
from its internal representation to a set of flat files. We then extracted the elements and
relations that we required. Table 2 shows the set of elements and relations that were extracted
from each system.
Table 2:

The Set of Source Elements and Relations Extracted

Source
Element

Relation

Target
Element

Description

File

includes

File

a c preprocessor #include of one file by
another

File

contains

Function

a definition of a function in a file

File

defines_var

Variable

a definition of a variable in a file

Function

calls

Function

a static function call

Function

access_read

Variable

a read access on a variable

Function

access_write

Variable

a write access on a variable

Since these systems run in an embedded environment without profiling tools, we were unable
to use any standard dynamic information gathering techniques. We were also unable to
instrument the code and get run-time output for the same reason. Instead, the architecture
reconstruction was carried out using static information only.

4
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After extracting the views, we converted the views into the Rigi Standard Format. The data
was next converted into SQL code, then stored in a relational database. Several tools and
techniques were incorporated into the Dali workbench to expedite this process. A perl script
was applied to convert the elements and relations (Extracted View) file to Rigi Standard
Format. The Rigi Standard Format files were then read by another perl script and output in a
format that included the SQL code needed to build and populate the relational tables. Figure 2
describes this process.

Extracted
View
perl
script

Rigi
Standard
Format

SQL Code
perl
script

Database
SQL
Execution

Figure 2: Conversion of the Extracted View to SQL Format

Dali currently uses the PostgreSQL relational database. By executing the SQL code in the
file, one set of tables is created for each relation. The data is then entered into these tables. At
that point, two additional tables are generated: components and relationships. The
components table lists the set of source and target elements. The relationships table lists the
set of relations extracted from the system.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-015
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The View Fusion process involves defining a set of queries to manipulate the extracted views
and create fused views. We carried out two fusions in this case study:
1. Fusing the information from the various views to determine the types of elements in the
components table.
2. Developing a very high-level system decomposition.
In some cases, a static call view may be fused with a dynamic call view. The reason is that a
static view may not provide all of the architecturally relevant information required. In the
case of late binding in the system, some function calls may not be identified until run-time, so
there is a need to generate a dynamic call view. These two views needed to be reconciled and
fused to produce the complete call graph for the system. In reconstructing these systems,
however, only static information was available.
 8SGDWLQJWKH&RPSRQHQWV7DEOH
The updated components table had the attributes component name and component type.
The component type field for each component was not set when the table was first created.
We set it by running a query on the table. An example query is shown in Figure 3. This query
sets the type of each element in the component table to Function. The type of all components
that are files, identified by having for example “.c” or “.o” in their file name, is set to File. In
the last part of that query, all distinct variable names from the defines_var table were copied
into a temporary table (tmp). The component table entry for these elements was updated by
setting the type field to Variable.

6
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=-- Make everything a function by default
UPDATE components
SET tType=’Function’;
=-- Files: by naming convention
UPDATE components
SET tType=’File’
WHERE tName LIKE ’%.h’ OR tName LIKE ’%.H’ OR tName LIKE ’%.c’
OR tName LIKE ’%.s’ OR tName LIKE ’%.o’ OR tName LIKE ’%.inc’
OR tName LIKE ’%.C’ OR tName LIKE ’%.lib’;
=-- Variables
DROP TABLE tmp;
SELECT DISTINCT variable
INTO TABLE tmp
FROM defines_var;
UPDATE components
SET tType=’GlobalVariable’
WHERE tName=tmp.variable;
DROP TABLE tmp;

Figure 3: Example Fusion Query to Set the Type of Each Element
 'HFRPSRVLWLRQLQWR+LJK/HYHO&RPSRQHQWV
One of the automotive motor systems contained code developed by the organization, external
code for the CAN bus, and code to interface between these two pieces of software. In
performing the reconstruction, we were interested in identifying the code in each of these
parts of the system (high-level components). We wrote a query that created a separate table
within PostgreSQL for each component and derived its visualization. Figure 4 presents a
view of all three high-level components.

Figure 4: High-Level Component Decomposition for One Motor System

This high-level decomposition allowed us to concentrate our reconstruction efforts on the
most important code to the organization, the INTERNALSW component.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-015
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The Architecture Reconstruction phase consisted of two primary activity areas:
1.

visualization and interaction

2.

pattern definition and recognition

Once Dali has opened and loaded the database containing the various views, it generates a
visual representation similar to that shown in Figure 5. We examined the visualization to
define and recognize the various patterns, and uncover the architecture of the system.

Figure 5: Initial Visualization Generated by Loading the View into Rigi

8
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By aggregating the variables and functions the file contains, we were able to obtain a view of
the system in terms of various files and their relations. Figure 6 shows this visualization.

Figure 6: File Aggregation of Functions and Variables

In this view, the connections (arcs) between the nodes (files) represent different types of
relations. For example, there may be simple relations such as one file includes another file, or
the arc could represent composite relations of different types (a function in the file calls a
function in the other, and a variable in the file is accessed in the other).
We began to identify architecture components by reading comments in the code to determine
what functionality was being carried out in the file. We also read the documentation and
talked to system maintainers. This enabled us to identify several components and determine
which files belonged to a particular component. A visualization of the components was
generated by creating and executing a pattern on the view shown above in Figure 6. The
resulting view is shown in Figure 7.
By reading the comments and examining the code, we learned that that the
HWPARAMETER component consisted of a set of declaration of hardware specific variables
that were included in almost every file. We manipulated the visualization manually to hide
this component. By similar means, we identified that the UTILITY component consisted of a
set of utility functions that were accessed by almost all of the components. We manipulated
the visualization to hide this component, as well.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-015
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Figure 7: Components in the INTERNALSW

An examination of the BLACKBOARD component revealed how it was used. The
component contains a set of files in which large sets of variables are declared. Other
components access the values in these variables (access_read view) and some of the
components set the values of these variables (access_write view). We identified this approach
as the blackboard architectural style and produced the view shown in Figure 8.

Figure 8: Use of the Blackboard Architectural Style

10
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Next, we removed the BLACKBOARD component and the arcs to it to determine the
functional decomposition of the system. Figure 9 shows a visualization of the functional
decomposition. All the arcs except the calls view between functions in the components are
hidden.

Figure 9: Functional Decomposition of the Components (with COMMIF and
EXTERNALSW)

By removing the COMMIF and EXTERNALSW components from the view, we isolated
software of interest in the case study. This updated view is shown in Figure 10.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-015
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Figure 10: Functional Decomposition of INTERNALSW

In this view, we can identify some layering between the components. The MAIN component
is at a higher layer than the CONTROL component and there is a layer under that containing
the USERIF, CRITICAL, PTION, and EEP components. However this is not a strictly
layered architecture, as we can see by the links between MAIN and the lower level
components USERIF, CRITICAL, PTION, etc. By examining these links, we determined that
the main function (contained in the MAIN component) contains a cyclic executive that calls
various functions in the different components. This architecture style is typical of embedded
system software with hard performance requirements.

12
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The view of the software in Figure 10 shows the various architecture components in one of
the motor systems. The same process outlined in the last section was carried out for the three
systems in the case study. In each of the systems, we identified similar components. We also
came up with several important differences in characteristics among these systems by talking
to the maintainers. For example, each system had different performance requirements. In the
motor system with the CAN bus interface, certain information was obtained from the CAN
bus. This information was not available in the other systems because they lacked this
interface.
We further identified several architectural styles in the three systems:
•

blackboard style. It shows that system functionality was divided across several
computational steps; and each step is a knowledge source. Together, they follow a set of
rules to form the solution. After each computation, several reactions are possible. We
captured this using a large amount of state variables.

•

cyclic executive style. It was identified in the MAIN component of each system. The
MAIN component calls functions in each of the other components. This architecture style
is typical of embedded system software with hard performance requirements and with
both critical and less critical functionality.

•

partial layered style. It was identified in each of the systems, although it was not strictly
followed because of the cyclic executive.

We used the system reconstructions to determine the architectural and technical feasibility of
developing a software product line from the three small automotive motor systems. A
method, Mining Architectures for Product Line Evaluations (MAP) [Stoermer 01], has been
developed that outlines the activities required to help stakeholders make that decision.
Currently, the customer organization has an effort underway to develop a product line
architecture for two of the motor systems and has produced a prototype product line. The
organization is now investigating the feasibility of including the other system as well as
additional products in that product line.

CMU/SEI-2001-TN-015
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